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‘ This invention relates generally to the refrig 
eration‘ of freight‘cars containing shipments of 
perishable goods, and the invention is particu 
larly concerned with apparatus for effecting the 
precooling of the al in the car before it de 
parts. ‘ 

It is the presentpractice to provide an ice 
bunker in, each end of freight cars that are 
shipped long distances, such as from the west 
coast'to the east coast. and while the car is in 
transitthe circulation of air from the bunkers 
is maintained usually mereby by reason of the 
different speci?c gravity of the cold air and the 
warmer air in the freight space, circulating open 
ings being provided in the ice bunkers near their 
upper‘po'rtions and near their lower portions. 
Therefrigeration of cars by this means has not 
beengenerallysatisfactory, because it is usually 
impossible to‘ have the cars pass through their 
complete journey without being re-iced. The re; 
icing of the cars may involve an expense of 
$100.00 for each car. One of the reasons why 
the secondicing is necessary, is that by methods 
now in use it is'not possible to e?iciently replace 
all of the air in the freight chamber, with cool 
air. a , 

,Qneiof. the‘ objects of this invention is to pro 
vide simple apparatus for enabling a thorough 
precooling of the freight chamber of the car, 
to be effected before the car departs. 
The invention may be applied to any type of 

carrier» or car having an ice bunker, but it is 
particularly applicable to a type of freight car 
that has come into extensive use, and which in 
volves'the use of a false bottom in the form of 
a grating on which the freight is placed. Here 
tofore the false bottoms referred to, have func 
tioned to facilitate the circulation of the cooling 
air from the ice chambers through the interior 
of the car. In accordance with my invention, I 
can, utilize‘ the false bottom and longitudinal 
ducts under the same, to facilitate the thorough 
precooling of the freight chamber within the 
car. . . 

' Further objects of the invention will appear 
hereinafter.. ‘ . a 

‘The invention consists in the novel parts and 
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combination of parts to be described herein- ' 
after, all‘ of which contribute to produce an ef 
ilcient apparatus for precooling freight cars. 
A preferred embodiment of the invention is 

described in. the following speci?cation, while 
the broad scope of thevinvention is pointed out 
in the‘ appended claims. 
In the drawing: 
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; erably by closing 
,I0 and H with doors 

Fig. 1 is a longitudinal section through a 
freight car, illustrating the apparatus and my 
method of effecting the precooling. This view 
shows a car as partially ?lled with crates of 
goods. ‘ 

‘ .Fig. 2 is a horizontal section through the 
freight car above the false bottom, but this view 
shows a portion of the false bottom broken away 
with longitudinal ducts under the false bottom 
indicated with end walls in cross-section. ' 

Fig. 3 is a vertical section taken about on the 
line 3-3 of Fig. 1 upon an enlarged scale, a por 
tion of the car end being shown 
certain parts being broken away. 
trates an embodiment of the invention in which 
the cooling gas or air is forced through a tem-t 
"porary door ‘set up in the door frame. ' 

Fig. 4 is a vertical section illustrating parts 
such as those shown in the lower portion of Fig. " 
3, but illustrating another embodiment of the 

:invention in which the cooling gas or air is 
passed up through the bottom of the car instead 
of being forced through a temporary car ‘door. 

Referring more particularly to the parts, -i 
indicates a freight car body of any suitable con 
struction, illustrated as provided with ice bunk 
ers 2 at each end, said bunkers being separated 
from the freight space 3 of the car by partitions 
4. The entire outer wall of the car should be of 
course effectively insulated, although such insu 
lation is not illustrated'in the drawing. 'The car 
illustrated is constructed with a bottom 5 and a 
false bottom 5 forming a. grating, and‘ preferably 
composed of a. plurality of transverse slats ‘I 
laid upon longitudinal stringers 8. These string 
ers 8 are disposed apart so as to form a. plurality 
of longitudinal'ducts extending along under the 
false bottom toward the ends of the car.‘ The 
partitions 4 are provided with upper circula 
tion openings I0 and lower circulation openings 
H, which open from the freight chamber 3 into 
the ice ‘bunkers. In accordance with my inven 
tion, ‘when. the car is being precooled, circula 
tion through the ice bunkers is prevented, pref 

these communication openings 
I 2 and 13, which may be 
doors as shown, and pro 
as bars It for controlling 

the same from the roof of the car; or by block 
ing circulation through the ice bunker in any 
other way. Then the bunker may be left empty 
and a blanket 50 spread over the top of the grat 
ing 5| which supports the ice. 
In practice, I'proiect a current of cooled air 

across the car and partially con?ne this current 

in: the form of sliding 
vided with means such 



with an opening 35 in the 

2 
above, and on its sides to insure that the air will 
move across the car and laterally from the main 
current toward-the ends of the car. I prefer to 
effect the circulation through one of the door 
ways l5 of the car, usually located adjacent the 
middle of the can‘ and in order to accomplish 
this, I open the regular doors such 'as the doors 
l8 of the car, and employ a temporary door ll 
that is clamped into place by any suitable means 
(not illustrated), and properly gasketed so as to 
make a substantially air-tight connection around 
the edge I! of the doorway. This temporary door 
I‘! is provided with an inlet opening is near its 

‘lower, edge, and an outlet opening 20 near its up 
per edge", I also remove several of the cross slats 
‘I of the false bottom, that are located opposite 
the opening l9, and at this‘ point I insert the’ air 
duct 2|. This air duct is preferably of U-shape 
cross section so that it will con?ne a transverse 
current of cooling air on its upper side, and also 
on two opposite sides sumciently to insure that 
some portion of the air will pass completely 
across the car. When the cooling gas or air is 
forced into the car, although it is directed across 
the car, the construction is such that it can pass 
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longitudinally toward the ends of the car. In - 
the present instance, this is effected by passing 
the air under the bottom edge 22 ‘of each side of 
vthe duct 2|, and in this way the air passes into 
the longitudinal ducts 9. The freight 23 is piled 
in banks with clearance spaces 24 between the 
banks. when the cooling air passes outwardly 
toward the ends of the car in the ducts 9, it 
passes 'upthrough these spaces 24, and also in :any 
other spaces that may be left between the banks 
of trates or boxes in which the freight is held. 
In practice, a cooling apparatus 25 is provided 
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which. if desired. may be carried on a ?at car on - 
a track alongside of the track on which the 
freight car is standing. This apparatus includes 
circulating means such as a blower 26 connected 
by a ?ue or trunk 21, with the inlet IS in the 

- temporary door, and is also provided with an out 
let .duct 28 that is connected with the outlet 20 
and enables the air or gas drawn out of the car to 
be circulated through a heat exchanger or air 
cooler 29. This air cooler maybe of any suitable 
construction, and preferably involves the use of 
headers 30 connected by a plurality of tubes 3| 
through which brine or similar cooling ?uid or 
liquid may be circulated by means of an inlet pipe 
32 and an outlet pipe 33. 
When the cooling gas or ‘air is being circulated 

through the car being precooled, the doors I2 and 
I3 of the ice bunkers are maintained closed. 
This enables the cooling to be effected without 
affecting the quantity of ice in the ice bunkers, 
if they have been previously provided with ice. 
If ‘the bunkers are empty, circulation there 
thrcugh may be prevented by a baille, such as 
the blanket 50 in the bunker. In the latter event, 
the bunker is filled with ice after precooling has 
been completed. ' 

It will be ‘evident that‘ in accordance with my 
invention, I am not restricted to forcing the cool 
.ing gas or air through the door, but I do prefer 
to force this cooling‘current into the car at its 
middle portion, and I con?ne the current above 
and on its sides’ sufficiently to enable the cool 
ing gas or'air to pass across the car, and longitu 
dinally in the ducts 9. 
In Fig. 4, I illustrate another embodiment of 

the invention in which the cooling air or gas is 
admitted through an inlet ?ue 34 that connects 

car floor 36 and below 
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the false bottom. In this case, the cooling air or 
gas passes as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 4, 
into the transverse duct 31, where it divides and 
passes in two currents toward the side walls of 
the car. 
Many other embodiments of this invention may 

be resorted to without departing from the spirit 
of the invention. 
what I claim is: - 
1. In apparatus for effecting the precooling of 

a freight car having ice bunkers at its ends, the 
combination of partition walls at the ends of the 
car dividing the interior of the ice bunkers from 
the freight space within the car, said partitions 
having circulating openings therein through 
which air within the car may circulate when the 
car is enroute, means‘for closing said circulating 
openings, a grating forming a false bottom for 
the car on which the freight rests, a transverse 
duct located» at the middle portion of the car 
constructed so as to permit cooling gas or air 
forced into the duct, to pass from the duct toward 
the ends of the car; and means for withdrawing 
the air from the upper portion of the car after 
the same has circulated through the interior of 
the car. ' > 

2. In apparatuslfor precooling an iced refrig 
erated car, the combination of a grating forming 
a false bottom in the car for. supporting the 
freight within the car, a partition at each end of 
the car forming an ice compartment at each end, 
said partition having circulation openings there 
through through which air may circulate when 
vthe car is enroute, means for closing the said 
openings, a temporary car-door capable of ?tting 
into the door of the car to form a closure there 
for, a transverse duct of inverted U-form extend 
ing inwardly from the car-door and transversely 
to the car, said grating having longitudinal 
stringers under the same forming a plurality of 
longitudinal ducts for conducting the cooling air 
or gas toward the ends of the car, said temporary 
door having an inlet opening and an outlet open 
ing therethrough, means for forcing cooling air or 

‘ gas through the inlet opening, and means for 
withdrawing the same through the outlet opening. 

3. In apparatus for effecting the precooling of 
a freight car having an ice bunker at its end 
with a wall separating the ice bunker from the 
interior of the car, said wall having circulating 
openings therein through which air within the 
car may circulate when the car is enroute, clo 
sures for temporarily closing said circulating 
openings while the interior of the car is being 
precooled, a grating forming a false bottom for 
the car on which the freight rests, a transverse 
duct located at the middle portion of the car, 
constructed so as to permit cooling gas or air 
forced into the duct to pass from the duct toward 
the end of the car, and means forwithdrawing 
the air from the upper portion of the car after 
the same has circulated through the interior of 
the car. 

4. In apparatus for precooling an iced refrig 
erating car, the combination of a grating form 
ing a false bottom in the car for supporting the 
freight, said car having an ice bunker at each end 
with walls separating the same from the freight 
space within the car, said walls having circula 
tion openings therethrough through which the air 
may circulate when the car is enroute, closures 
for temporarily closing the said openings while 
the interior of the car is being precooled, a tem 
porary car door capable of ?tting into the door of 
the car to form a closure therefor, a transverse 
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duct extending inwardly from the car door and same, said temporary door having inlet and out 
transversely to the car for conducting the cooling let openings therethrough; and means for forcing 
air or gas across the car, said grating having lon- cooling air or gas through the inlet opening and 
gitudinal stringers under the same forming aplu- for withdrawing the same through the outlet 
rality of longitudinal ducts communicating with 5 opening. ' 
said transverse duct for conducting the cooling _ 
air or gas within the car and longitudinally of the ANDREW Y. PREBLE. 


